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Background
• Computer Supported Mobile Adaptive Business Processes                               

(2007-2011, Research Council for Technology and Production # 274-06-0415, www.Cosmobiz.dk) joint with               
Copenhagen Business School and Microsoft Development Center Copenhagen

• Trustworthy Pervasive Healthcare Services                          
(2008-2012, The Strategic Research Council # 2106-07-0019, www.TrustCare.eu) joint with                               
Computer Science Department, Copenhagen University (DIKU) and Resultmaker A/S

• Case Studies of Best Practice Workflow and Case Work in Practice                                
(Fall 2010, Infinit mini project) Resultmaker, Exformatics A/S, Dafolo, Job Center Cph, KL, Kombit, CBS 

• Cross-organizational workflows                                             
(Spring 2011-, Research Council for Technology and Innovation, Knowledge Voucher & industrial PhD) Exformatics A/S
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DCR	  Graphs
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- the knowledge workflow GPS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1eDdyCK8Lsk
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Is	  Is	  work	  a	  procedure?

• The motivation for basing BPMN on (imperative) 
flow-graphs is that business people have used them 
for decades....

• But which kind of business processes can be 
supported by enacting/executing such diagrams ?

4
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Motivation
Flexibility versus Support in workflows

• Flexibility: ability to defer, change, 
and deviate

• support: provide analysis and 
guidance

• unstructured: do what ever you 
want, but get no support

• structured: support, but no 
flexibilityClassical trade-off between flexibility and support1

[1] W.M.P. van der Aalst et al. Declarative workflows: Balancing between flexibility and support
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Sunday, March 14, 2010“Good standards for business process 
modelling are still missing and even today’s 

WFMSs are too rigid”
Process-Aware Information Systems:
Design, Enactment, and Analysis
Wil M.P. van der Aalst
Department ofMathematics and Computer Science, Eindhoven University of Tech-
nology, P.O. Box 513, NL-5600 MB Eindhoven, w.m.p.v.d.aalst@tue.nl

Abstract. Process-aware information systems support operational business pro-
cesses by combining advances in information technology with recent insights
from management science. Workflow management systems are typical examples
of such systems. However, many other types of information systems are also
“process aware” even if their processes are hard-coded or only used implicitly
(e.g., ERP systems). The shift from data orientation to process orientation has in-
creased the importance process-aware information systems. Moreover, advanced
analysis techniques ranging from simulation and verification to process mining
and activity monitoring allow for systems that support process improvement in
various ways. This article provides an overview of process-aware information
systems and also relates these to business process management, workflow man-
agement, process analysis techniques, and process flexibility.

Keywords: Process-Aware Information Systems, Workflow Management, Busi-
ness Process Management, Petri Nets, Process Mining, Process Verification, Sim-
ulation

1 Introduction
Information technology has changed business processes within and between enter-
prises. More and more work processes are being conducted under the supervision
of information systems that are driven by process models. Examples are work-
flow management systems such as FileNet P8, Staffware, WebSphere, FLOWer
and YAWL and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems such as SAP and
Oracle. Moreover, many domain specific systems have components driven by
(process) models. It is hard to imagine enterprise information systems that are
unaware of the processes taking place. Although the topic of business process
management using information technology has been addressed by consultants

1

[Schmidt & Bannon: Taking CSCW Seriously: Supporting Articulation Work, 1992]

Already in ’83 CSCW 
researchers concluded that 
office automation systems  “do 
not deal well with unanticipated 
conditions” (Barber) & “were 
automating a fiction” (Sheil)

Flexibility	  vs	  support?
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Challenges
• To offer both support, flexibility - and adaptability:

• Todays systems are too rigid - introduces unjustified 
dependencies between tasks and/or wrong 
distributions of tasks, and are difficult to adapt

• Result: People work around the system

• To bridge between requirements and & process model

• To get a good standard for business process modeling!

6
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office information systems. In the seventies, people like Skip Ellis [10], Anatol
Holt [11], and Michael Zisman [12] already worked on so-called office informa-
tion systems, which were driven by explicit process models. It is interesting to
see that the three pioneers in this area independently used Petri-net variants to
model office procedures. During the seventies and eighties there was great op-
timism about the applicability of office information systems. Unfortunately, few
applications succeeded. As a result of these experiences, both the application of
this technology and research almost stopped for a decade. Consequently, hardly
any advances were made in the eighties. In the nineties, there again was a huge
interest in these systems. The number of WFMSs developed in the past decade
and the many papers on workflow technology illustrate the revival of office infor-
mation systems. Today WFMSs are readily available. However, their application
is still limited to specific industries such as banking and insurance. As indicated
by Skip Ellis it is important to learn from these ups and downs. The failures in
the eighties can be explained by both technical and conceptual problems. In the
eighties networks were slow or not present at all, there were no suitable graphical
interfaces, and proper development software was missing. However, there were
also more fundamental problems: a unified way of modeling processes was miss-
ing and the systems were too rigid to be used by people in the workplace. Most of
the technical problems have been resolved by now. However, the more conceptual
problems remain. Good standards for business process modeling are still missing
and even today’s WFMSs are too rigid.

One of the great challenges of PAISs is to offer both support and flexibility.
Today’s systems typically are too rigid, thus forcing people to work around the
system. One of the problems is that software developers and computer scientists
are typically inspired by processes inside a computer system rather than processes
outside a computer. As a result, these engineers think in terms of control systems
rather than support systems. This explains that few of the existing WFMSs allow
for the so-called implicit choice, i.e., a choice resolved by the environment rather
than the system.

To summarize we would like to state that, although the relevance of PAISs is
undisputed, many fundamental problems remain to be solved. In the remainder of
this article, we will try to shed light on some of these problems.
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Example	  from	  Denmark

7

• Arbejdsgangsbanken.dk (workflow bank) created by 
Local Government Denmark (KL)

• More than 800 best practice and legally correct 
workflows identified within municipalities described 
in BPMN and made available in a repository
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RelaLng	  flows	  &	  law

8

requirements/law

Who can understand/model/certify the process?
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• 	
 Lov	  om	  Aktiv	  beskæftigelsesindsats	  

(LBK	  nr	  1428	  af	  14/12/2009)

• 	
 Lov	  om	  Aktiv	  socialpolitik	  	   	   	  	  

(LBK	  nr	  946	  af	  01/10/2009)

• 	
 Lov	  om	  Arbejdsløshedsforsikring	  	   	  	  

(LBK nr 574 af 27/05/2010)

• 	
 Lov om Integration af udlændinge    

(LBK nr 1062 af 20/08/2010)

• 	
 Lov om Sygedagpenge     

(LOV nr 563 af 09/06/2006)

• 	
 Retssikkerhedsloven	   	   	   	  	  

(LBK	  nr	  1054	  af	  07/09/2010)

• 	
 Datagrundlag	  	   	   	   	  	  

(BEK nr 418 af 23/04/2010)

9
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Change?Change?

Process	  and	  law	  changes
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• Danish company founded in 2003

• Electronic Case- and Document handling

• Example customers

• Intellectual property, legal

• Sales and delivery processes

ExformaLcs

10
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Tools

11
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Case	  Management	  Client
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DeclaraLve	  Modelling

13

A process has a goal,
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DeclaraLve	  Modelling
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A process has a goal,

that (often) is a response 
to a request
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DeclaraLve	  Modelling
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A process has a goal,

that (often) is a response 
to a request

and constrained by some 
rules
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Context-‐dependency

17

one week

Some events may 
determine the 

relevance (inclusion/
exclusion) of other 

events

[Foal 2013]
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Context-‐dependency

18

one week

Declaring that 
“Provide recent 
paycheck” is a 
milestone for 

“Approve” means 
that approval is 

blocked if providing a 
recent paycheck is 

required as a 
response
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Trustworthy	  ACM

19

one week

Intuitive runtime 
adaptation and model-

checking

[EDOC 2013]
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DistribuLon

20

The customer process 
only needs (possibly 

anonymized events) and 
constraints that are 
relevant for the local 

execution state

[SEFM 2012]
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Tool	  DemonstraLon

21
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Tool	  DemonstraLon
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http://www.itu.dk/research/models/wiki/index.php/DCR_Graphs_Editor
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Related	  models
• Petri Nets: Transitions, places, tokens

• possible vs required tasks ?

• a token at a place can mean many things

• adaptations are complex to support

• DECLARE: Graphical macros for LTL

• complex semantics

• run-time adaptation complex to support

22
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Related	  models
• BPMN ad-hoc sub processes

• single role, no adaptation

• CMMN (based on Guard-Stage-Milestone)

• promising declarative (beta) standard

• data/artefact-centric

• distribution (BPM 2013)

• complex semantics

23
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Tests

• Modelling used internally in Exformatics

• The graphical notation, editor & simulator 
has been used successfully to teach (non-
technical) students at ITU how to capture 
process requirements declaratively

• Only limited tests of the graphical notation 
so far on customers

24
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Future	  work
• More real challenges, cases & field observations

• Expected extensions to DCR Graphs:

- pattern-based modelling

- extended support for time, artifacts,

- monitoring,  “suggested routes”

- analysis, process mining, uncertainty

- generation of (session-typed) end-point code

25
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